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Abstract 
Participatory design amalgamates the expertise 
of interdisciplinary specialists with the task-
specific expertise of end-users. Groupware de-
sign is widely recognised as benefiting from par-
ticipative approaches. Recognition of this ideal, 
however, does not preclude the failure of group-
ware design due to poor communication and in-
adequate understanding between participants. 
We provide a grounding in the problems affect-
ing groupware success, and introduce four de-
sign principles that guide all those involved in 
design around the pitfalls that have been en-
countered, some repeatedly, by groupware. 
Keywords: groupware, participatory design, 
principles, user-acceptance. 
1 Introduction 
The failure of early groupware systems is 
well recorded [Gru88, Gru90]. The de-
sign approach adopted in these development 
projects was often characterised by com-
puter scientists intending to radically in-
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crease the efficiency of organisations through 
deterministic models of cooperative activity. 
Such design strategies have been shown to be 
inadequate: they fail to account for the so-
cial factors in group work. As a consequence, 
research into computer supported coopera-
tive work (CSCW) has broadened beyond 
computer science to include the social sci-
ences that study the subtle factors that en-
compass collaborative work. 
CSCW research focuses on a range of 
goals: from providing an understanding of 
social factors involved in support for group 
work, to the development of point systems 
that demonstrate the potential of new and 
innovative technologies. Evaluation and ex-
planation of systems is frequently a casu-
alty of the "next system trap" with devel-
opers eager to eliminate current failings in 
their next implementation. Mistakes and 
misguided developmental decisions are fre-
quently unreported, resulting in a lack of 
guidance for the next generation of system 
developers. Consequently the same, or sim-
ilar, design errors are replicated and redis-
covered. 
The latest, and most promising, group-
ware development methodology is participa-
tive design [MK93]. Interdisciplinary devel-
opment teams work with the end-users to 
co-determine the support they receive. Yet 
participatory design is no panacea: the mis-
guided intuitions that caused the failure of 
early systems may be collectively held by the 
participatory design team. All involved need 
to share a common understanding of the is-
sues relevant to groupware design. 
In this paper we examine and record the 
major causes of groupware failure, and pro-
vide four groupware design principles that 
encapsulate these problems and guide design 
teams around them. 
2 Why principles? 
In 1983, Donald Norman [Nor83] argued 
for "more fundamental approaches to the 
study of human-computer technology." He 
alerted human-computer interaction (HCI) 
researchers to the "tar pits and sirens of 
technology," referring to the temptations of 
system development and the self-serving en-
ticements of new technology. He argued the 
need for fundamental principles to "broaden 
our views, sharpen our methods, and avoid 
temptation." 
CSCW research is now in a similar situa-
tion to that of HCI in 1983. It can be viewed 
as research territory into which exploration 
has only just begun, rife with uncharted tar 
pits and sirens. The lessons of CSCW devel-
opment are akin to folklore with design is-
sues permeating local research communities, 
but often going no further. 
The principles presented in this paper 
provide system designers1 with a guiding 
"chart," noting the relevant pitfalls, prob-
lems, and barriers to the development of suc-
cessful cooperative work support tools. Per-
1 fu this paper we use the term "designers" to 
mean all those involved in (participatory) design. 
The shared understanding that is the aim of the 
principles is equally important to all participants, 
regardless of their educational backgrounds. 
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sonal intuitions, and a "feel for the right way 
to do things" remain a major part of design 
( and the key factor distinguishing good de-
signers from bad ones), but intuitions, re-
gardless of their foundations, are fallible. 
These principles alert designers to group-
ware's problems, and to the mis-guided intu-
itions encountered (some repeatedly) in col-
laboration support. 
2.1 A pragmatic approach 
The design guidance provided in this paper 
is derived from a number of sources. Much 
of it is gleaned from the fragmented lessons 
of groupware development that are recorded 
in CSCW literature. 
The social implications of groupware are 
often cited as the fundamental barrier to its 
success [SK91]. We do not contend with this 
claim; rather, we note that a society's rejec-
tion of groupware is driven by an accumu-
lation of individual rejections. If principles 
for groupware design make systems more ac-
ceptable to individuals, without hindering 
their value in group support, they are likely 
to be more acceptable to the user society. 
The three major issues hindering the suc-
cess of groupware ( detailed in section 3) are: 
• The lack of integration - this ap-
plies to several aspects of computer sys-
tems including interface differences, and 
incompatibility caused by information 
format requirements. 
• The additional effort required to use 
systems - partially due to lacking in-
tegration, but effort is also imposed on 
users by explicit system requirements 
for information, and by the enforcement 
of specific usage styles. 
• The vicious circle of groupware adop-
tion (section 3.5) - if all system 
borne benefits are dependent on critical 
mass there will be little to encourage 
adoption until critical mass has been 
achieved. 
Each of the four principles for group-
ware design addresses a combination of these 
problems. 
Maximise the likelihood of personal system 
acceptance - aiming to increase the per-
ceived and immediate benefits. By making 
systems appealing to individuals, regardless 
of the number of other users, systems be-
come less dependent on critical mass and 
provide the "kick-start" necessary to over-
come the vicious circle of adoption. 
Minimise the requirements imposed on 
users - explicit system requirements are 
the actions that must be executed by users 
for correct system operation. Such require-
ments impose an additional work burden on 
users (someone must carry out actions for 
benefits to be realised), and reduce system 
'compatibility. · 
Minimise the constraints imposed on users 
- constraints imposed on users restrict and 
frustrate their natural styles of working, and 
limit their flexibility in customising informa-
tion input/output formats. 
Maximise the potential for external system 
integration - this principle examines the 
wider work environment that is beyond the 
direct control of system designers. Issues in-
clude the different hardware platforms sup-
ported by organisations, and how to draw 
together disparate resources contributing to 
efficient cooperative work. 
The causes of groupware failure that mo-
tivate these principles are examined in the 
following section. 
3 Causes of Groupware 
Failure 
Forming and maintaining collaborative re-
lationships is difficult. Even in ideal work 
environments continual trade-offs, give and 
take, between collaboration participants is 
required. The inclusion of computer sup-
port in this complex balance is frequently 
counter-productive. Rather than enhanc-
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ing group efficiency and cohesion, comput-
ers hinder it. Typifying the extreme level of 
discontent with groupware, users called the 
Coordinator "worse than a lobotomised file 
clerk" [CG88], and reactions like the follow-
ing about the Colab meeting support system 
are not uncommon: 
" ... they found it so frustrating that 
they put their heads in their hands, 
raised their voices, and ultimately 
threatened to walk out. They ex-
pressed astonishment that anyone 
would build such a tool," [TFB91] 
page-190. 
What can be done to improve the poor 
performance of groupware? The issues of 
interest to groupware developers are "what 
can be done to avoid the failure of pre-
vious systems?", and "why have previous 
applications failed?". As a starting point, 
Grudin's widely cited paper (1988) identi-
fies three major causes of failure in CSCW 
applications2: the disparity between who 
does the work and who gets the benefit; 
the breakdown of intuitive decision-making 
in design; the underestimated difficulty of 
evaluating CSCW applications. These three 
points can be generalised into three levels 
of failure: system-use, system-design, and 
system-evaluation. 
In the following sections we examine 
the causes of groupware failure at the 
system-use level, pinpointing the compo-
nents of Grudin's cost/benefit disparity and 
analysing the relationship between them. 
The observations made motivate the prin-
ciples which assist designers in overcoming 
failure at the system-design level. 
3.1 Effort in Collaboration 
The costs or undesired aspects of collabora-
tion are the overheads of effort beyond that 
required to execute personal work tasks. 
2 Grudin later extended these three points to in-
clude conflicts with social norms and inadequate fa-
cilities for except.ion handling. 
Naturally, there are a plethora of social 
factors which can inhibit and discourage col-
laborative work, regardless of its support-
ing mechanisms. Many of these factors can 
be considered to increase "effort": personal-
ity clashes, for instance, make collaboration 
burdensome. Social complications of such 
a fundamental nature are, however, beyond 
the scope of this investigation. 
When collaborators are physically remote, 
communication mechanisms must be used 
to mediate the interaction. All non face-
to-face interaction mechanisms are limited 
by their bandwidth, reducing the richness 
of interaction3 . The reduction in commu-
nication richness necessitates greater effort 
in completely and accurately transferring in-
formation [HS92). 
These issues are inherent in collaboration 
and its mediation. When computers are 
used to support group work there is a fur-
ther imposition of effort due to explicitly re-
quired user-actions, constraints on flexibil-
ity, and transitions between methods of task 
accomplishment. It is these issues that the 
following sections address. 
3.2 Effort imposed by system 
requirements 
Many systems explicitly require additional 
effort from users in order to support their 
functionality [CT93). Usually this effort 
takes the form of structured information 
which we will term guidance. Guidance-
dependence is best exemplified by the wide 
range of applications that support and en-
hance asynchronous messaging through the 
use of semi-structured message templates 
[MLF92). If guidance is not supplied then, 
for successful operation, some other user 
must provide it on the sender's behalf. 
When systems attempt to maintain an ac-
tive role in collaboration ( coordinating ac-
tivities, for example), failure to capture 
3 Whether this will always be the case is discussed 
in [HS92], and is the subject of much futuristic vir-
tual reality research. 
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guidance detrimentally effects all users: the 
knowledge base on which active assistance 
is based becomes corrupt causing problems 
such as redundant or mis-timed reminders. 
3.3 Effort imposed by lack of 
flexibility 
Several CSCW applications have been based 
on explicit theories of cooperative tasks: ex-
amples include speech-act theory [FGHW88) 
and IBIS [CB88J. Systems based on rigid 
theories will be inflexible and impose specific 
styles of use that may conflict with those 
preferred by users. 
Inflexible and constraining systems are 
likely to be unpopular: they enforce a form 
of "work to rule," a phrase synonymous with 
inefficient, restricted and inflexible working 
practices. Although users may find ways 
of working around system-imposed restric-
tions (perhaps using alternative mechanisms 
to record persona:] views-a paper note pad 
for instance), such work-around strategies il-
luminate system inadequacies. 
3.4 Effort imposed by lack of 
integration 
Sources of additional effort derived from 
groupware go beyond the requirements and 
the flexibility constraints imposed by each 
independent system. Effort is also required 
to manage work environments in which var-
ious tools, facilities, and communication 
mechanisms are used in conjunction. 
In computer supported personal work peo-
ple are required to make transitions ( changes 
in their styles and methods of working) be-
tween the facilities used in their everyday 
work. When computer support is used for 
group work, additional transitions are re-
quired: between single- and multi-user ap-
plications, and between alternative commu-
nication mechanisms. If groupware is used 
infrequently, the effort required to re-learn 
its interface may be sufficient to discourage 
participation in group-work altogether. 
Inadequate integration between group-
ware and other computer tools is not only 
a source of user-effort, it is also a missed op-
portunity. Computers can integrate access 
a variety of information about communica-
tions and collaborators, they can actively 
initiate collaborations, and can carry out 
autonomous processing to establish suitable 
colleagues or communicants [CG93]. 
3.5 Adoption and Critical Mass 
The additional effort required by a system 
will discourage users from adopting it. Users 
will also be discouraged by the imposition of 
inflexible working methods. Although the 
promise of work enhancement may encour-
age system use, groupware tools are prone 
to a vicious circle. that restricts the reali-
sation of system borne work enhancements 
(figure 1). 
x-y 
= x depends on y 
Figure 1: The "vicious circle" of dependen-
cies in groupware adoption 
The factors in this chain of dependen-
cies are the system's perceived benefits, its 
achievement of critical mass, and its adop-
tion by individuals. The key determinant in 
the realisation of each of these components 
is the level of effort involved in system use. 
Benefit and benefit-lag. Willingness to adopt 
a system is dependent on the benefits de-
rived from its use, and during adoption 
this is primarily determined by immediate 
gains All computer systems, however, suffer 
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from "benefit-lag," the period during which 
the effort put into mastering a system out-
weighs the benefit received. Mantei (1989) 
notes that "... a high learning threshold 
would cause meeting participants to reject 
the technology" . 
Overcoming benefit lag is a complex prob-
lem for groupware. Not only must each in-
dividual undergo the learning process nec-
essary to master new mechanisms, but the 
benefits encouraging this learning burden 
may not be available until critical mass has 
been established. 
Attainment of critical mass. Achieving criti-
cal mass depends on adoption by a sufficient 
group of individuals. Sufficiency in this con-
text is contingent on the group, individual, 
and task requirements: in one group-task 
the main factor for overcoming critical mass 
might be the number of collaborators, while 
in another, the involvement of particular in-
dividuals might be the main determinant. 
Adoption by individuals. Individuals will 
be encouraged to adopt a system if there 
is an established base of regular users. A 
community of users ensures that informa-
tion about the system and how to use it will 
be readily available, and consequently helps 
to break the inertia-driven maintenance of 
current working practices. Personal use of 
systems will be further encouraged if the re-
wards for doing so are clearly apparent: per-
sonal use is most likely to be stimulated by 
personal benefits. 
The vicious circle of adoption. The vicious 
circle relating benefit, critical mass, and per-
sonal encouragement requires that all these 
properties are simultaneously available be-
fore groupware can become successful: crit-
ical mass depends on adoption by individu-
als which is encouraged by benefits, but the 
benefits are contingent on a critical mass of 
users. This situation appears to foretell a 
gloomy future for groupware! 
What is required is some sort of kick-start, 
a break in the vicious circle allowing, for in-
stance, benefits without the achievement of 
critical mass. The dominant and discourag-
ing role of effort throughout system adoption 
and subsequent use must also be minimised. 
The groupware design principles, de-
scribed in the following sections, further 
encapsulate groupware problems, and offer 
some generic strategies that work towards 
the breakdown of the vicious circle. 
4 Maximise personal ac-
ceptance 
Maximising personal acceptance is con-
cerned. with encouraging individual us~rs to 
incorporate new systems into their work rou-
tines. There is a similarity in how users view 
systems for personal and group work (for ex-
ample, a word processor and a collaborative 
writing system). A common question users 
ask about both types of tool is "what can it 
do for me?" During initial system use, this 
question will carry an additional component, 
"now." We therefore stress, in accordance 
with Borenstein and Thyberg (1991), the 
importance of interface issues in groupware. 
In addition to underlying the need for close 
attention to groupware user-interfaces, im-
plementation strategies for encouraging per-
sonal acceptance include "feature ticking," 
and the use of "champions." The "reflex-
ive perspective" notes the group-like require-
ments of personal work coordination and ar-
gues that these similarities should be ex-
ploited by groupware. 
Catchpenny systems. Feature ticking is 
a sales ploy used to add instant appeal to 
a wide range of modern products. Attrac-
tive features and additional facilities supple-
ment the core functionality, turning atten-
tion away from the key task and onto fancy 
bells and whistles. While not condoning the 
design of poor (but feature rich) systems, a 
form of feature ticking could be used to sup-
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ply instant user-appeal. 
A "Reflexive Perspective" of CSCW. Per-
sonal work is distributed through time and 
space. Single users may work on several 
machines, one at the office, one at home, 
a lap-top, and an assistant's machine, and 
several projects may be pursued at different 
times. The group-like properties of the sin-
gle user are further illustrated when the sep-
arate roles undertaken in personal work are 
examined [CT91]. These roles include the 
following: a management role in which de-
cisions about work coordination are made; 
a worker role in which the actions neces-
sary to advance or complete the work are 
executed; a meta-management role in which 
personal assistants (human or computer) are 
instructed about appropriate actions. 
With multiple tasks, roles, and work 
places, the individual's coordination require-
ments are similar to those of asynchronously 
collaborating co-workers. The aim of the re-
flexive perspective is to use similarities in 
personal and group work to blur the distinc-
tion between support mechanisms. By do-
ing so, the user benefits from familiarity and 
predictability arising from a consistent inter-
face to the personal and collaborative work 
environments. Skills transfer from one envi-
ronment to the other, and the effort of learn-
ing and remembering separate interfaces are 
shared over a wider range of tasks. 
Stud-
FRCL91] 
Champions and encouragement. 
ies of CSCW adoption [Ehr87, 
have shown that enthusiasm for new sys-
tems is greatly enhanced by "champions" or 
"evangelists" who promote the use of the 
technology, raise awareness of what it can 
achieve, and generally encourage system use. 
Fafchamps et al (1991) noted this in their 
study of decision making through email con-
ferences, " ... the single most important factor 
for a successful computer conference is the 
activity level of the organiser of the confer-
ence," page-220. 
5 Minimise requirements 
User effort plays a pivotal role in system 
adoption (see figure 1) but a system's depen-
dence on user effort has detrimental effects 
beyond issues of system adoption. These in-
clude the imposition of a cost/benefit dis-
parity between those carrying out actions 
and those receiving the benefit, and a.n in-
creased likelihood of system incompatibil-
ity due dependence on specific information 
structures /format. 
The intention of minimising requirements 
is to reduce the disparity between group-
ware's costs and benefits to user-acceptable 
levels. Strategies for achieving this goal, 
summarised below, include avoiding depen-
dence on additional work, exploiting infor-
.mation inherently available through commu-
nication, and enabling shifts between the 
provision of benefits and the imposition of 
costs so that those most willing, able, or in 
need receive appropriate support4 . 
Avoid dependence on user actions. The 
problems caused by system dependence on 
information that is explicitly provided by 
users (guidance) were discussed in the sec-
tion on user-effort. Rather than depend-
ing on guidance, a more acceptable approach 
would use guidance when available, but not 
depend on it for system operation. It has 
however been argued that a relaxed ap-
proach of this nature is impractical due to 
the inter-relations and dependencies inher-
ent in collaborative work: 
"Can a CSCW application suc-
ceed if doing the extra work is 
left to individual discretion? Un-
fortunately, probably not." Grudin 
(1988) page-86. 
Unfortunately, depending on and requiring 
actions from users is as likely to cause sys-
tem rejection as leaving the work to individ-
4 For a complete discussion of the strategies used 
to implement minimised requirements, and point 
systems demonstrating their use, see [Coc93]. 
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ual discretion. Certain forms of user-support 
will, indeed, be dependent on structured in-
formation. The major problem for system 
designers in supporting this structured in-
formation is how to retrieve it. The user 
is the most readily accessible and accurate 
resource, but research and experience has 
shown that systems can profitably look else-
where [CS93, KM93, CT93). 
Use what's available "for free." Avoiding de-
pendence on user actions raises conflicting 
aims for system designers: how to leave users 
free from requirements, and yet still provide 
enhanced facilities. 
Although guidance information is re-
quired to provide certain types of benefit, 
there are information sources other than 
that explicitly provided by users. Informa-
tion is often accessible to computers through 
the process of communication: for instance, 
email messages contain header information 
revealing at least the who, the when, and the 
where information about a communication, 
and can also detail the subject matter, the 
direct relationship with previous messages, 
and so on. Existing "for free" approaches are 
wide ranging and include the following: the 
use of information in standard email head-
ers to infer conversational relationships be-
tween email messages (Mona [CT93]); adap-
tive and learning systems that modify their 
performance dependent on user characteris-
tics [KM93) or interaction pace [Dix92); and 
techniques such as Latent Semantic Indexing 
[FD93] which infers the semantic distance 
between text documents. 
Enable shifts of cost and benefit. Design-
ers and managers who strive for efficiency-
enhancing groupware have, typically, as-
sumed that people are willing to work for 
the benefit of others [Gru88, Nag90). This 
assumption ignores social affects, including 
the users' reluctance (or inability) to carry 
out actions that provide no personal benefit. 
By shifting the provision of guidance ( the 
cost) onto users gaining the benefit the 
cost/benefit disparity is reduced-users ex-
ecute additional actions when they are will-
ing and able. Tapestry [GNOT92] under-
lines such an approach: through "collabora-
tive information filtering" it exploits those 
people who are willing and eager to carry 
out the additional work. 
The applicability of a cost-shifting ap-
proach depends on the politics and hierar-
chical structure of the organisation in which 
it is implemented. Although it may be rea-
sonable to expect subordinates to work on 
behalf of a manager, the reverse may not 
be true. Social protocols should be allowed 
to resolve conflicts between expectations of 
actions and execution of actions. Enforcing 
rigid dependencies on the work of others will, 
for many groups, precipitate system rejec-
tion. · 
6 Minimise Constraints 
Minimising requirements is concerned with 
the implementation stage of groupware de-
velopment. It focuses on how systems re-
trieve the information they require. Min-
imising constraints attends to problems aris-
ing at an earlier and more abstract stage of 
system development. It examines the mod-
els and theories underlying groupware sup-
port. The aim is to avoid inflexible and con-
straining styles of use. 
There is a causal relationship between the 
imposition of user-constraints and resultant 
user-requirements. Explicit models of group 
work processes constrain user flexibility, and 
require explicit guidance for correct opera-
tion. Designers implementing such models 
must ensure that their system can secure 
the required information, and the user is the 
most obvious source-hence the imposition 
of requirements. 
Although rigid working practices can, in 
principle, support highly efficient organisa-
tions, in reality few organisations operate 
according to such deterministic methods; 
furthermore, they cannot be made to do 
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so [N ag90]. Minimising constraints concurs 
with the sentiments of Dykstra and Carasik 
(1991) who, during development of the Am-
sterdam Conversation Environment, consid-
ered " ... what it was that we really wanted 
to support: processes or people?", page-
420. Their definition of support for people as 
"non-dependency-creating enablement" ar-
gues for groupware that leaves users free 
to develop protocols governing collaborative 
work as they, rather than their systems, see 
fit. 
Strategies for achieving minimal con-
straints, summarised below, primarily aim 
to increase designers' awareness of problems 
arising from inflexible and rigid systems. 
Specific and detailed strategies are likely to 
be inappropriate due to the diversity of the 
models implemented by groupware. 
Be aware of the two level perspective of 
technology. Sproull and Kiesler's (1991) 
two level perspective of technology examines 
conflicts between increased efficiency avail-
able through computer support and its neg-
ative social implications. The first level ad-
dresses the increased efficiency enabled by 
particular styles and uses of technology. The 
second level is concerned with social effects, 
raising issues such as user acceptance, per-
sonalised views of information, and individ-
ual preferences. The distinction between 
these levels can be expressed by the contrast-
ing questions "what is possible with technol-
ogy?" at the first level, and "how will it be 
used?" at the second. 
Groupware designers, and all those in-
volved in system development, must be 
aware of the social implications inherent in 
group work support. Technology capable of 
enhancing organisational efficiency will fail 
if relevant social factors are ignored. De-
sign alterations based on projections of a 
system's social implications may temper the 
efficiency improvements achievable, but it 
is better to provide acceptable mechanisms 
providing some benefit than unacceptable 
ones which, despite great potential, fulfill 
none. 
Beware of rigid models and theories. 
CSCW research into collaborative activity 
promises to yield workable explicit models 
for groupware in the future. However, the 
lack of maturity and incomplete state of this 
research makes the use of explicit models in 
current groupware largely inappropriate. 
Open, unconstrained enhancement. While 
models and theories of collaborative activ-
ity are under development, open and uncon-
strained systems allow users to develop pro-
tocols as they see fit. User-specific models 
might be used to supplement an open sys-
tem, but they should not impose constraints 
on collaborative tasks or on their mediation. 
Several existing groupware applications 
exemplify various '1open" approaches. In in-
vestigating the Capture Lab, Mantei (1989) 
cites the inadequate understanding of so-
cial exchange protocols; the system there-
fore supports a socially negotiated protocol 
for access to the system's shared workspace. 
Similar observations have led to toolkits 
such as GROUPKIT [RG92] supporting a 
range of open protocols for floor control and 
other facilties . .Milo [Jon92] avoids modeling 
specific writing styles/roles in order to free 
co-authors from constraints. 
7 External Integration 
The first three groupware principles are pri-
marily concerned with design and use of 
groupware in isolation. In contrast, max-
imising external integration requires design-
ers to consider their system's role within, 
and relationship to, the entire work environ-
ment. In this extended collaborative con-
text, group members use competing systems 
to execute similar tasks, and a variety of 
tools ( computer and non-computer based) 
are drawn on to support and assist collab-
oration. 
Enabling external integration attends to 
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the user-effort that results from the changes 
(transitions) made between differing appli-
cations or communication environments. Its 
primary aims are twofold: 
Curative - to reduce the number and 
magnitude of transitions between tools 
and facilities employed in collaborative 
work. 
Augmentative - to improve and inte-
grate access to resources that serve 
communication and collaboration re-
quirements. 
In this section we describe groupware 
approaches that reduce transitions ( also 
termed "seams," and "barriers" [Bae93]) in 
cscw. 
Video fusion. Best exemplified by Clear-
Board [IKG92] video fusion systems reduce 
the lack of compatibility between personally 
favoured tools, and ease the disruption to 
communication efficacy in distributed work 
caused by the loss of communicative cues 
such as gesture. Video fusion allows separate 
video images (perhaps a computer screen, 
and a human face) to be simultaneously dis-
played "on top of'' each other, like layers 
of transparent acetate. In this way two ( or 
more) otherwise incompatible applications, 
or work environments, can be used together. 
Heterogeneous environments. Video-fusion 
techniques are primarily curative, overcom-
ing problems brought about by the lack 
of integration between existing work sup-
port tools. In contrast, heterogeneous plat-
forms augment collaboration by drawing to-
gether access to, and information about, 
collaboration resources in a way impossi-
ble without computer support. They work 
towards an "integrated portfolio of media" 
[Bai89]. For example, TELEFREEK [CG93] 
provides an extensible CSCW environment 
based on, but not limited to, standard net-
worked computers. By drawing together in-
formation sources, communication mecha-
nisms, and collaboration applications, TELE-
FREEK users are provided with a platform for 
communication and collaboration. 
Minimise dependence on structure and for-
mat. Dependence on system specific in-
formation formats and structures reduce the 
potential for system integration. Minimally, 
groupware that is intended for general re-
lease (rather than research point systems) 
must follow relevant standards. Many stan-
dards allow flexibility and additional struc-
ture to be added within their specifications, 
but designers must consider the impact of 
such structures on colleagues who do not 
have access to the same structuring mech-
anisms [LM90]. Systems built on existing 
communication media should do so mono-
tonicaily: new facilities and enhanced' fea-
tures should not affect those already in use. 
Implementation platforms. Incompatibili-
ties between hardware and interface plat-
forms are a primary concern for groupware 
developers. To avoid these problems design-
ers must either replicate some of the imple-
mentation to support a variety of hardware, 
choose a suitable hardware-independent de-
velopment platform (such as the X Window 
system), or use an interface development ap-
plication that can generate code for several 
Graphical User Interface environments. 
Cross-platform interface generators are 
becoming available and are likely to substan-
tially ease the implementation of integrable 
groupware. Groupware development toolk-
its, such as GROUPKIT [RG92] and OVAL 
[MLF92] also promise to increase the inte-
grability of systems. 
8 The principles effect on 
designers 
Research and experience has shown that 
technology is able to offer novel, effi-
cient, and work-enhancing facilities. How-
10 
ever, providing systems capable of enhancing 
group work is insufficient, they must also (in 
many ways, primarily) be acceptable, Sur~ 
face system issues such as interface quirks, 
or failure to provide adequate appeal to new 
users are likely to prompt system rejection. 
Designers may argue that such superficial 
problems will be overcome once enhance-
ments in work efficiency are recognised, but 
rejection at an early stage means that the 
benefits will never be attained. 
Employing these principles in system de-
velopment will make substantial demand on 
development teams. The question asked by 
designers, however, should not be "which ap-
proach is the easiest?", but rather "which 
potentially successful approach is the easi-
est?" We contend that these additional de-
velopment demands are not purely a con-
sequence of the principles; rather they 
are qualities required for the development 
of successful and (necessarily) acceptable 
group work applications. 
9 Conclusions 
Participatory design offers a potential solu-
tion to many of the problems of groupware 
development. It also threatens to complicate 
and confound it if the team has a lacking ap-
preciation of the complex design issues. In 
this paper we have provided a cross disci-
plinary perspective on groupware develop-
ment that focuses on those most greatly af-
fected by its deployment: the users. We have 
noted the common failings of groupware, and 
from those observations we have forwarded 
a set of design principles that encapsulate 
both the problems and ways to avoid them. 
Three systems specifically adhering to 
the principles have been developed by 
the authors. Mona [CT93] supports a 
conversation-based email platform that does 
not require explicit user guidance, Milo 
[J 01192] is a minimally-constraining collabo-
rative writing tool, and TELEFREEK [CG93] 
supports an extensible and customisable 
platform for communication and collabora-
tion resources. These point systems are 
freely available from the authors5 . 
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